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It is recognized that NSF on a pile affects the structural and geotechnical design. The
formation of NSF on a pre-stressed high-strength concrete (PHC) pile under a control
building in a Vietnamese project was investigated using a verified numerical model in
FLAC3D. The height of backfills, the consolidation degree of soil, working loads on the
PHC pile, and the pile diameter were analyzed in sensitivity analyses to investigate the
influence on NSF. It was found that higher backfills and higher consolidation degree were
dominant in the formation of NSF, causing an increase of the dragload and an upward
movement of the neutral plane. The working load and the pile diameter affected the
dragload and the position of the neutral plane less. A limit decrease of the dragload
induced by NSF was observed when the working load increased. Accelerating the soil
consolidation process would be suggested to avoid great displacement due to NSF.
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INTRODUCTION

The skin friction on a pile is caused by the relative movement on the interface between the pile and
the soil. By definition, if the pile settles faster than the adjacent soil, the skin friction is positive; if the
soil settles faster than the pile, the skin friction is negative (NSF) [1]. After long-term monitoring,
Fellenius found that all piles in soil experienced NSF and a small relative movement was sufficient to
develop NSF [2]. There are important fundamental differences in the behavior of piles with NSF
compared to piles without it that affect the structural and geotechnical design [3]. On the one side,
the dragload induced by NSF drags the pile downward such that the settlements exceed the
serviceability constraints by design; on the other side, in some specific cases, the structural
strength of the pile is exceeded. However, it is widely recognized in the international
geotechnical community, as well as in numerous building codes, that NSF is not an ultimate
geotechnical bearing capacity issue for the pile [4–6].

Multiple methods for determining NSF were proposed by Poulos and Mattes [7], Fellenius [2],
Wong and Teh [8], and Hanna and Sharif [9]. However, these methods were limited for estimating
NSF. Fellenius monitored NSF on a slender pile, which increased up to 40 tons for 5 months [10].
Siegel andMcGillivray monitored a single cast-in-place pile with no applied load to the pile head and
observed the development of NSF incrementally over 103 days [11]. The increase in NSF lasts for a
long period because the consolidation of the adjacent soil takes place after pile driving; meanwhile,
small relative movement is sufficient to mobilize NSF. Endo et al. measured NSF on three 609 mm
diameter steel pipe piles in dewatered soil [12]. Improving the consolidation degree of soils before
pile driving is efficient to reduce the relative movement. Thus, the prefabricated vertical drains and
the surcharges are suggested. Comodromos et al. proposed that the working load of piles and the
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loading sequences affected the dragload significantly [13]. Ye
et al. loaded a pile in the range of 0–400 kN and found that NSF
was decreased from −25.5 kPa to −13.9 kPa, and the neutral plane
moved upward [14]. Chiou and Wei investigated the influence of
pile-head loading on the development of NSF in consolidating
ground based on an effective stress-based mechanical-flow
analysis model in ABAQUS and found that under the same
pile-head loads, the reduction in total dragload for the
friction-end-bearing pile is smaller than that for friction [15].
Although NSF on piles can be reduced under loading, the
absolute settlements of piles increase. Liu et al. pointed out
that depending on the numerical simulations, the bearing layer
and the pile–soil interaction of a wished-in-place pile affected the
formation of NSF as well [16].

For a better understanding of the formation of NSF and
guiding this project, the pre-stressed high-strength concrete
piles in high-backfill sites in a Vietnamese project are focused.
The abovementioned influence factors, that is, natural
consolidation time, the working load, and the diameter of
piles, on the dragload and the neutral plane are analyzed by
using a verified numerical model in the program FLAC3D.
Besides the natural consolidation time and the diameter of the
pile, the height of backfills is investigated as well.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Figure 1 describes the control building for a booster station in a
Vietnamese wind power project located in the southeast sea area of
Ben Tre province, Vietnam. This project with a total capacity of
310 MW aims to increase the power source for the regional grid
and the safety of the power supply, and improve the voltage. The
geotechnical investigation report indicates that the soil under the
control building is mainly composed of soft soil layers, which
under loading can deform with a large magnitude, but in a long
consolidation time. To enhance the bearing capacity of the
foundation, either piles on the bearing layer or increasing the
soil consolidation degree, for example, by using prefabricated
vertical drain (PVD), are employed. PHC piles and large-area

backfill with a height of 4.0 m are applied in this project. Figure 1
also describes the installation layout of the PHC piles. The 400 mm
diameter PHC piles are driven into a bearing layer, that is, clay
mixed with silty clay, at a depth of −42m. The soft soil layers are
considered to deform faster than the PHC piles, which causes NSFs
on piles and unexpected settlements of the control building.

VERIFICATION OF NUMERICAL MODEL

Material Properties
The geological conditions onsite were verified by the electrical
CPTU probes. Even though the two CPTUs were far away from
each other, the profile was very consistent, overlapping almost
perfectly. This is a good indication of homogeneity, not only in
terms of stratigraphy but also in terms of mechanical properties.
Compared to the laboratory tests, the CPTU tests determined
more realistic material properties. Figure 2 represented the
CPTU interpretation data along with the depth, that is, the tip
resistance qc, the shaft resistance fs, and the pore pressure u.
Following the interpretationmethod proposed by Robertson [17],
the layering conditions and the mechanical properties listed in
Table 1 were estimated. Sensitive soft soil layers were detected
onsite. They were sensitive to loadings and settled faster than the
PHC pile, as expected.

Numerical Model
A quarter of a 4 m × 4 m domain was adopted because of the
symmetry of typical modeling. Figure 3 represented the origin
PHC pile foundation and the scaled PHC pile foundation with a
scale factor of 10. The numerical model was composed of about
24,000 meshes. Symmetric boundary conditions were imposed on
the two planes of symmetry by prescribing a normal velocity of
zero to these planes. The base of the model was constrained in
three global directions. The velocity of zero normal to the far-field
boundary was imposed.

The PHC pile with a length of 42 m and a thickness of 0.075 m
was assigned with a linear elastic model. The layered foundation
was assigned with the hardening small strain (HSS) model, which

FIGURE 1 | Descriptions of the control building and the layout of the PHC pile.
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was capable of analyzing the pile driving accompanying the soil
consolidation. The yield surface of this material model expanded
with an increase of the shear and volumetric plastic strain. It was
well established for multiple loading paths that the elastic
modulus of unloading/reloading was greater compared to the
virgin loading and the shear modulus degradation was caused by
an increase in shear strain [18]. The material properties were
determined based on the CPTU interpretation data. The internal
friction angle φ´ and the cohesion c´ were listed in Table 1. It was
suggested by the Itasca documentation that the lateral earth
pressure coefficient K0 was estimated by K0 �1-sinφ´[18]. The
exponent m was usually adopted as 0.5 for sand and 0.5–1.0 for
clay. Bolton represented that the dilation angle of sand was φ′-30°,
and the dilation angle of clay was zero [19]. The shear modulusG0

and the initial elastic modulus E0 can be determined by the
following equations:

G0 � ρ × V2
s (1)

E0 � 2(1 + ])G0 (2)

where ρ was the soil density, Vs the shear wave velocity, and μ the
Poisson ratio. Following the descriptions in the Itasca
documentation, it was adopted that Eur � E0/3, E50 � Eur/3,
Eoed � E50 for the cohesionless soil, and Eur � E0/3, E50 � Eur/
3, Eoed � 0.6E50 for the cohesion soil [18]. It was well established
that the pile–soil interaction was simulated by the interfaces
attached to the structural elements with applicable cohesion
and friction angle. Here, c � 0.8csoil and φ � 0.8φsoil [19].

Model Verification
NSF was induced by the relative displacements between the pile
and the surrounding soil, which were generally caused by the soil
consolidation due to surcharging, dewatering, or soil

FIGURE 2 | CPTU interpretation data.

TABLE 1 | Material properties determined based on CPTU interpretation data.

Nr Depth (m) Weight (kN/m3) Permeability (m/s) Cohesion (kPa) Friction angle (°) Shear wave velocity VS

(m/s)
Initial shear modulus

G0 (MPa)

Layer1 −4 16 5 × 10−9 5 20 120 23
Layer2 −17 18 1 × 10−7 — 34 180 58
Layer3 −30 16 3 × 10−9 8 25 140–160 30–40
Layer4 −32 18 1 × 10−7 — 32 200 72
Layer5 −46 17 1 × 10−9 10 25 160–200 44–68
Layer6 −52 18 2 × 10−9 15 25 300 162
Layer7 −58 20 1 × 10−9 10 28 250 125
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reconsolidation after pile driving and soil liquefaction [3]. To verify
the feasibility of the HSS model with specific material properties,
the numerically predicted soil settlements were compared to the
measured settlements onsite. The settlements onsite were caused by
the backfilling for accelerating the consolidation, which was
completed in 48 days. Figure 4 established the measured
settlements from three characteristic points SP1, SP2, and SP3
as well as the predicted settlements with a maximummagnitude of

about 222 mm. The numerical results showed a good agreement
with the measured settlements. The deviation was within 5%.

It was well established that the static pile loading tests onsite
were widely accepted to obtain the bearing capacity under vertical
loading and detect the potential of pile slipping. In this project,
the 400 mm diameter, 42 m long PHC pile was continually loaded
up to 2,618 kN and settled approximately 17.9 mm. Figure 5
represented the Q-S curves by static pile loading tests onsite and

FIGURE 3 | Schematic description of the numerical model.

FIGURE 4 | Numerically calculated settlements compared to measured settlements onsite.
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numerical calculation. The numerical results showed a good
agreement with the measured results. The deviation was
within 10%. The vertical bearing capacity of the PHC pile was
assumedly well predicted by the numerical simulation, although
the measured one was absent. A significant yielding point can be
observed at Q � 3,200 kN, which can be considered as the final
vertical bearing capacity.

PARAMETRIC STUDY

NSF induced by the large-area backfills was studied depending on
the aforementioned verified numerical model. The soil layering,
material properties, and the pile–soil interaction were identical to
the verified numerical model. The steps to simulate the formation
of NSF were (note that the backfills were hypothetically finished
in a short time):

i. Balancing the Earth pressure field
ii. Surcharging on the surface (backfills) and controlling the

consolidation time
iii. Activating the PHC pile
iv. Applying the loads on the pile top
v. Soil consolidating again and excess pore pressure dissipating
vi. Extracting the data for analyses

Table 2 listed the influence factors onNSF of the PHC pile. For
a quantitative analysis to investigate the dominant influence
factors, the height of backfills, the consolidation time, the
loads on the pile, and the pile diameter were examined
individually in the parametric studies.

The Influence of the Height of Backfills
It was well recognized that the surcharges densified the soil and
avoided large settlements during the operation. A relative
movement between the soil and the pile occurred obviously,
which induced NSF. The surcharges were directly proportional to
the height of the backfills on the foundation surfaces. The height
of the backfills varied with an interval of 1 m in the range of
2–5 m, as listed in Table 2. The weight of backfills was adopted as
18 kN/m3. Figure 6 represented the axial force of the PHC pile
along with the depth. The axial force increased with higher
backfills; meanwhile, the drag force caused by the NSF
increased as well. Figure 7 illustrated the drag force and the
neutral plane changed with different heights of backfills. The
mobilized NSF increased with higher backfills, and then tended to
be stable and slightly reduced. The maximum drag force of
2,270 kN occurred when the height of backfills was 5 m. The
neutral plane moved downward under larger surcharges. The
lowest neutral plane was at the position of −30.5 m when the
height of the backfills was 5 m.

FIGURE 5 | Numerically calculated Q-S curve compared to measured Q-S curve of PHC pile.

TABLE 2 | Design of the parametric study.

Height backfills (m) Consolidation time (d) Working load (kN) Diameter (mm)

2, 3, 4, 5, 6 0 0 400
4 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 0 400
4 0 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2000, 2,500, 3,000 400
4 0 0 300, 400, 500, 600
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The Influence of Consolidation Time
The consolidation time was the time interval between the
backfilling and the pile driving. Improving the consolidation
degree can reduce the relative displacement between the pile
and the soil. Figure 8 represented the axial force of the PHC pile

after different consolidation time. The axial force was decreased
with a larger consolidation degree (longer consolidation time),
which meant the drag force induced by the mobilized NSF was
smaller. Figure 9 illustrated the relationship of the drag force and

FIGURE 6 | Distribution of axial forces on PHC pile determined under
various heights of backfills.

FIGURE 7 | Development of dragload and neutral plane with an increase
of the height of backfills.

FIGURE 8 | Distribution of axial forces on PHC pile determined for
various consolidation time.

FIGURE 9 | Development of dragload and neutral plane with an increase
of the consolidation time.
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the neutral plane to the consolidation time. The neutral plane
moved upward with a larger consolidation degree. The mobilized
NSF and the drag force turned to zero when the soil consolidated
for 100 days. The consolidation time significantly affected the
mobilization of NSF and the pile settlements. The soil

FIGURE 10 | Distribution of axial forces on PHC pile determined under
various working loads.

FIGURE 11 | Development of dragload and neutral plane with an
increase of the working load.

FIGURE 12 | Development of the settlements and the NSF effect with an
increase of the working load.

FIGURE 13 | Distribution of axial forces on PHC pile determined for
various pile diameters.
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consolidation induced by the backfills was regarded as finished
for a consolidation time of 100 days. However, the consolidation
time of 100 days was not acceptable in an economically dominant
project. PVD was suggested to accelerate the consolidation
process.

The Influence of Working Load
Figure 10 represented the axial forces of the PHC pile under
different working loads. The maximum axial force increased
with a greater working load. However, as demonstrated in
Figure 11, the dragload was reduced from 2052 to 1,151 kN
when the working load increased from 500 to 3,000 kN;
meanwhile, the neutral plane moved upward. Figure 12
plotted the total settlements, settlements caused by NSF, and

the ratio of them for the PHC pile under working loads. It was
recognized that the effects of NSF decreased when the working
load on the PCH pipe pile increased, though the total
settlements and the settlements caused by NSF increased
together. If the PHC pile is loaded close to the vertical
bearing capacity, a small NSF is enough to create large
settlements exceeding the serviceability constraints.
Therefore, it is relevant to consider NSF in design.

The Influence of Pile Diameter
Figure 13 represented the distribution of the axial force of the PHC
pile. The axial force was greater with a greater pile diameter.
Figure 14 represented the change of NSF and the neutral plane
for different pile diameters. NSF increased from 1,370 kN to
3,401 kN when the pile diameter increased from 300 to
600 mm. The neutral plane moved upward, and finally stayed
in a constant value with a greater pile diameter. Figure 15 showed
that the pile settlements reduced, and then increased with a larger
diameter of the PHC pile. The maximum settlements were
24.8 mm when the diameter was 400 mm. On the one side, the
neutral plane moved upward; on the other side, the drag force
induced by NSF increased. There must be a balanced position
where maximum settlements occurred.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS METHOD

Sensitivity analysis (SA) is the study of how the uncertainty in the
output of a model (numerical or otherwise) can be apportioned to
different sources of uncertainty in the model input [20], which is
expressed by the following equation:

Sij � ΔFi/Fi

ΔXj/Xj

where the ratio of X j and its increment represents the change of
the input factors, the ratio of Fi and its increment represents the
change of the output of this model, and Sij represents the
sensitivity index. Table 3 listed Sij for the drag force and the
pile settlements estimated by different input factors (the height of
backfills, the consolidation time, and the pile diameter). It was
recognized that the height of backfills and the consolidation time
mostly affected NSF and the pile deformation. The sort by the
magnitude of Sij for the drag force: consolidation time > pile
diameter > height of backfills > working load; the sort by the
magnitude of Sij for the settlements of the PHC pile: height of
backfills > consolidation time > working load > pile diameter. In
practice, the elevation of the control building was required by
design. Thus, accelerating the consolidation process was the
optional way to avoid NSF and improve the pile performance.

FIGURE 14 | Development of dragload and neutral plane with an
increase of the diameter of the pile.

FIGURE 15 | Development of the settlements with an increase of the
diameter of the pile.

TABLE 3 | Sij determined using SA.

Sij Height backfills Consolidation time Working load Pile diameter

Dragload 0.38 1.61 0.28 1.26
Settlements 1.44 0.93 0.63 0.22
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CONCLUSION

Depending on the verifiedmodel in LAC3D, the drag force induced by
NSF, the movement of neutral plane, and the settlements of PHC pile
were quantitatively analyzed. It was found that the height of backfills
and the consolidation degree (equivalent to the consolidation time)
were dominant in the formation of NSF. The drag force was greater
with higher backfills because the neutral plane moved downward,
which increased the area of the mobilized NSF. As such, even in the
absence of the surcharges, NSF was greater at the earlier stage of the
consolidation followed directly by the pile driving than at the end of
the consolidation. NSFwas vanishedwhen the neutral plane arrived at
the pile top. The working load on the pile top was another influence
factor on the dragload. A limit decrease of the dragload can be
observed when the working load increased because the relative
movement between the pile and the soil decreased. However, great
settlements occurred as well, which may exceed the serviceability
constraints. It was not the optimal way to increase the pile diameter in
practice, although it can reduce NSF in a certain range (after a balance
position). Accelerating the soil consolidation process would be
suggested to avoid great displacement due to NSF. The PVC and
preloading on the soil surface can be employed.
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